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Unga Bunga.

My friends, it is time we discuss our favorite monkes. Yes, it’s the communal
OHMRE (Oak Hills Monke Rating Event). I would like to remind everyone that this is of
course a formal event, and as a result, no violence shall be tolerated. If you do not
agree with the monke rating and wish to fight, you shall settle the
dispute through ritual fisty-cuffs post-OHMRE. Now, off to the monke
rating.

Baboon: I hate Baboons. Baboons are the most vicious,
stuck-up monkes I have ever seen. They sound like the Joker if he
inhaled sulfur hexafluoride. If I ever see a Baboon make that stupid
barking sound in person I will pick it up by its stupid excuse of a tail,
swing it around, and chuck it off the nearest cliff like a football. Overall
I’d rate them an E-tier monke. They only avoid being ranked F-tier
because they have the funny red butts.

Spider Monke: Spider monkes are a classic. Everyone knows them, everyone
loves them. They swing from trees and eat bananas. Classic. They’re just a staple
monke. Because of this, I rank them as a B-tier monke.

Siamang: One of my favorite monkes. They’re so underrated; They make
amazing sounds that soothe the soul, they have big puffy necks, and they’re just
absolutely adorable. I love Siamangs so much. S-tier.

Macaque: The Macaque monke is a unique breed. You see, Macaques have
assimilated into mankind. They interact with humans more than any other breed of
monke, run around in cities, and are even waiters at some restaurants. Macaques
receive an A ranking for their dedication and work ethic; they get bumped down from S
due to partially abandoning the primitive monke ways.

Procubus Monke: A tier. They have big funny noses.

Common Marmoset: You know what really stands out in the name of this monke
species? COMMON! Yeah, Marmosets are basic. Real basic monkes. Not classic like
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the Spider monke, but basic. C-tier because there’s no reason to dislike them but
they’re also just super basic monkes.

Blue Monke: Contrary to the name of this monke, the monke is in fact NOT
BLUE! Immediate F tier for betraying my trust.

Howler Monke: That’s right, I’ve saved the best for last. Instant S-tier, slightly
above Siamangs. Let me explain why. Howler Monkes are the absolute best. You can
literally hear them from up to 3 miles away. Do you understand just how powerful your
vocal cords have to be to do that? Howler monkes are just absolutely built different.
“Swinging from trees and eating bananas? No. Let me just sit in this canopy for 8 hours
and scream into the air as loud as I possibly can.” Unfathomably based. They’re also
really cute. I rest my case.

This concludes the annual Oak Hills Monke Rating Event. I hope you all have a
pleasant day.


